Language and art brim with analogies between physical spaces and conceptual spaces-we can ''feel down,'' ''take someone through an argument,'' or ''rise in another's estimation.'' These spatial metaphors may have a basis in neuronal representations. Constantinescu et al. (2016) reported evidence that the brain represents directions in abstract conceptual spaces using the same coding principles that represent directions in physical spaces.
Grid Codes for 2D Physical Spaces
How physical space is represented in the brain has been investigated for over 40 years. Recording electrical activity in single hippocampal cells while a rat freely explored its environment revealed ''place cells,'' which fire reliably only when the animal is at a particular location (O'Keefe, 1976) . Even more striking are ''grid cells,'' found in nearby entorhinal cortex (ERH), which fire repeatedly as a rat traverses an environment. Overlaid on a map of the environment, the firing locations concentrate at the vertices of a grid of regular equilateral triangles (Hafting et al., 2005; see Figure 1A ). Different grid cells tile a given environment with grids randomly offset from one another. The grids are also of different spatial scales, with a different distance between the vertices characterizing each cell. However, the grid angles are aligned between cells. For two different grid cells, thus, the two triangular grids may differ in size and may be shifted in the 2D plane but will not be rotated relative to one another. These discoveries won John O'Keefe, May-Britt Moser, and Edvard Moser the 2014 Nobel Prize in Physiology.
''Conjunctive grid cells,'' also found in ERH, are further specialized in that they fire only when the rat crosses a grid vertex while heading in a particular direction (Sargolini et al., 2006; Figure 1B) . The direction preferences of individual cells tend to coincide with one of the six main grid axes (i.e., the six directions formed by the edges of the hypothetical triangular tiles; Doeller et al., 2010) . Activity across a population of grid cells is thought to precisely encode the animal's position, direction, and speed as it navigates an environment (Moser et al., 2008) . Doeller et al. (2010) reasoned that the properties of conjunctive grid cells might render them detectable via bulk measures of population-mean neural activity, as can be obtained by fMRI. To see why this is the case, consider a subset of the population of conjunctive grid cells forming grids of a single spatial scale (because grids at different scales are aligned in orientation, any effect of heading direction on bulk population activity present at one scale will remain present when considering all scales). Suppose that the grids are randomly offset from one another so that the overall distribution of vertices in the 2D environment is uniform. If the grid cells were not directionally selective (or were selective for all directions with equal probability), then one would expect the population to fire a roughly equal number of spikes in total as the animal moved in any direction from a random starting point. We would thus expect no change in mean fMRI signal as a function of heading direction. However, conjunctive grid cells tend to be selective for one of the six main grid axes ( Figure 1C depicts a population of six such cells, each selective for a different axis). Provided direction-selective tuning is relatively narrow, total neural activity across the population should be higher when the animal moves along an axis aligned with one of these axes (for which some cells will be strongly activated) than misaligned (for which no cells will be strongly activated; Figure 1D ). Doeller et al. (2010) therefore predicted that if human ERH contains spatial grid cells like those in rats, mean fMRI signal in ERH should display a 6-fold modulation when plotted as a function of heading direction. This prediction was confirmed in an elegant experiment in which brain activity was recorded while participants navigated in different directions within a virtual environment (Doeller et al., 2010) . The 6-fold modulation was later found to be reduced in those at risk of Alzheimer's, a disease typically accompanied by spatial disorientation (Kunz et al., 2015) .
A Grid Code for a 2D Conceptual Space
In an imaginative leap, Constantinescu et al. (2016) adapted this logic and experimental design to ask whether the brain might use grid cells to encode not only physical, but conceptual, 2D spaces. For the experiment, they created a novel 2D space of bird shapes. The two dimensions were the leg and neck length of a simple silhouette drawing of a bird ( Figure 2B ). A point in this space corresponds to an image of a particular bird, and a direction corresponds to a ratio of neck-length change over leg-length change. If this 2D shape space were represented in the brain by direction-selective grid cells whose axes are aligned, then brain activity in regions containing such cells should display a 6-fold modulation as participants ''move'' in different directions within the shape space.
Before fMRI scanning, participants were implicitly familiarised with the bird space without being shown a 2D depiction of it. Six locations within the space were associated with arbitrary Christmas-themed symbols (Figure 2A ). When a participant arrived at one of these locations during training, the appropriate symbol was displayed. Training consisted of three tasks in which participants freely explored the space, tried to match the leg and neck lengths of a given target bird, and tried to navigate to the learned location of a given Christmas symbol.
During training, participants navigated the bird shape space using a ballistic control method. The participant adjusted two vertical on-screen sliders to control the extent and direction of change in leg and neck length, then pressed a button, causing the image to morph into that determined by the chosen vector. This way of communicating the direction may appear unnatural. However, using a spatial representation, such as the motion of a mouse or joystick or an arrow in a 2D plane, would have biased participants in favor of a physical 2D representation of the shape space. The method appeared successful: when asked during debriefing, none of the participants reported having thought of the birds as forming a continuous 2D space.
In the fMRI scanner, participants saw a random bird on each trial, which morphed in a random direction for 1 s ( Figure 2B ). Participants were instructed to imagine the bird continuing to morph along the same trajectory for a further 4 s. The imagination period was intended to encourage participants to actively encode the direction of travel within the shape space. At the end of each trial, participants reported whether the bird-shape trajectory passed through the learned locations of any of the six Christmas symbols. Most participants took part in multiple scanning sessions (2-4), which were separated by at least 1 week.
For the main analysis, each participant's fMRI dataset was split into two halves. To each half, the authors fit a general linear model (GLM), which tries to explain recorded activity in each voxel as a linear combination of various predictors. For the first data half, the two key predictors were a pair of sine and cosine functions of the trial's morph direction, with a frequency of six cycles per 360 . Linear combinations of a sine and a cosine of the same frequency can explain a sine-shaped modulation of any phase at that frequency. The combination of coefficients estimated for the sine and cosine predictors specifies the phase at which most variance is explained by 6-fold modulation as a function of the direction in bird space. This phase defines the putative ''grid angle'' for a participant and brain region. If there truly were grid cells, the 6-fold modulation observed in one half of the data should replicate in the other half and exhibit the same grid angle.
Grid-angle consistency in the second half of the data was assessed in two ways: in the first method, a whole-brain GLM was fitted to the second half, in which the key predictor was a single sinusoid aligned to the grid angle estimated for a particular brain region using the first half. Across participants, a predictor aligned to the grid angle estimated from ventral medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC; a region previously associated with spatial tasks) explained significant variance in a cluster of nearby voxels and correlated with performance on the behavioral task across participants ( Figure 2E ). In the second method, consistency within a particular region of interest was assessed by splitting trials from the second data half into 12 bins according to their morph direction and fitting a new GLM, containing one predictor for each bin, to that region. On average across participants, in vmPFC and ERH, predictors for directions aligned with one of the grid axes estimated from the first data half received positive weights, while those for misaligned directions received negative weights, indicating that the grid angle replicated ( Figure 2D ). This held true whether the second half of the data was collected 30 min after the first half or more than a week later.
The above analyses are similar to those performed by Doeller et al. (2010) and Kunz et al. (2015) . However, those previous studies restricted analyses to anatomically predefined regions of interest. Constantinescu et al. (2016) hypothesized that ''conceptual grid cells'' would be found in ERH and medial pre-frontal cortex, where human grid-cell activity has been directly recorded in spatial tasks, but wanted to allow some flexibility in the exact location. To accommodate this, they identified regions of interest by first conducting a whole-brain voxelselection analysis to find clusters of voxels exhibiting 6-fold modulation across trials as a function of morph direction ( Figure 2C ) using pairs of sine and cosine predictors as described above. Importantly, this procedure was not circular because, in the voxel-selection analysis, separate pairs of sine and cosine predictors were used for each run of the fMRI data. If this analysis were applied to random data, it would select voxels exhibiting 6-fold modulation in each run of the data but would not favor voxels exhibiting this modulation with a consistent phase between runs. The demonstration of a consistent phase of the modulation (grid angle) cannot be explained by biased selection. This procedure identified seven clusters of voxels, overlapping those reported by Doeller et al. (2010) , including clusters in the two hypothesized regions (vmPFC and ERH), which were the focus of the subsequent consistency analyses. Within these two clusters selected for containing 6-fold modulation, the phase of that modulation was found to be consistent across sessions. Unsurprisingly, given that analyses focused on regions selected for 6-fold modulation, these regions showed no phase-consistent modulations at other frequencies (4-, 5-, 7-, or 8-fold). We might expect modulations at other frequencies to be present in other regions, since there are periodic fluctuations in some properties of the experiment (e.g., a 4-fold modulation in task difficulty, since extrapolating a trajectory is simpler when only the neck or only the legs are changing). Constantinescu et al. (2016) reported a consistent 6-fold modulation in mean activity within vmPFC and ERH as a function of morphing direction in a 2D complex visual shape space. This finding is consistent with a population of neurons with narrow directional tuning and direction preferences that cluster around six equally spaced angles. A plausible interpretation is that the neurons in these regions code for the shape space in the same way that conjunctive grid cells in rat brains code for the animal's environment.
Bulk fMRI Signatures of Neural Population Codes
It is striking that single-cell tuning properties can produce characteristic signatures even in the bulk activity across millions of neurons. Collapsing many dimensions (the firing rates of millions of neurons) to just one (the mean fMRI signal 
''Conceptual Space,'' Experimental Design, and Key Results
(A) A two-dimensional space defines the neck and leg lengths of a bird silhouette. Some locations in the space are arbitrarily associated with Christmas-themed symbols. During training, participants learn which bird shapes are associated with which symbols. (B) On each trial of the brain scanning experiment, participants watch an initial random bird morph in a random direction for 1 s, then imagine it continuing to morph in that same direction for a further 4 s. To complete the trial, the participants choose which, if any, of the learned Christmas symbol locations would have been encountered along the morph trajectory. (C) A whole-brain analysis identifies voxels in which activation displays a 6-fold modulation as a function of bird morph direction. (D) Within those voxels, a subsequent analysis tests for evidence of a consistent grid angle. Putative grid angle is estimated from one half of the data, and the second half of the data is split into subsets of trials in which the morph direction was aligned (red) or misaligned (gray) with the putative grid angle. In vmPFC and several other areas, signal is higher on aligned than on misaligned trials, indicating a 6-fold modulation with a replicable angle within an individual. (E) Across participants, the strength of the alignment consistency effect predicted performance in the behavioral task. Figure adapted from Constantinescu et al. (2016) .
within a region of interest) obliterates much information, but not all. Different hypotheses about the neural code are still discernible if they make distinct predictions about how bulk population activity is modulated by the stimulus. For example, Furmanski and Engel (2000) showed that mean activation in early visual areas is higher when a participant views a horizontal or vertical grating pattern than when they view diagonally oriented grating patterns. As in the case of the grid-cell fMRI studies, the experiment was motivated by a combination of preceding findings in electrophysiology. In the case of Furmanski and Engel (2000) , it was known that individual cells in early visual areas tend to be narrowly selective for grating patterns of specific orientations and that cells with preferences for vertical and horizontal gratings outnumber those with other orientation preferences. The bulk population response to a cardinal axis is therefore likely to exceed that for any other orientation. This can be thought of as a 2-fold modulation in the fMRI signal when plotted as a function of orientation.
Next Steps for fMRI of Grid-like Coding Doeller et al. (2010) introduced an fMRI signature of grid cells. The present paper by Constantinescu et al. (2016) suggests that grid-like coding might be a much more general phenomenon relevant to many domains of perception and cognition. This is extremely exciting. These studies combined original designs with original data analyses. In order to enable multiple groups to explore the nature of the fMRI signature of grid cells with a range of different analyses, it would be great to have a dataset openly available.
Some analyses that would be worth performing include:
d Extra sum-of-squares F test: to test for n-fold symmetric tuning to direction with a single dataset, an extra sums-of-squares F test could be used to assess whether significant additional variance is explained by including a sine and cosine predictor pair at the appropriate frequency in the model. Inference could use trial-label permutation to avoid relying on distributional assumptions. d Split-data mapping: alternatively, the most likely grid angle could be estimated on one dataset for every voxel and a modulation model with the phase fixed at that angle fitted to an independent dataset. This procedure could be repeated with datasets reversed and the resulting amplitude estimates for the fixedphase modulation predictor averaged to obtain a single map for each subject to be entered into a second-level random-effects analysis. d Split-data selection and test of a small number of regions: selection of a small number of n-fold modulated regions of interest and gridangle estimation for those regions could be performed on one dataset, followed by a test of modulation at that grid angle in an independent dataset. Both datasets should have independent random condition sequences. (Note that this approach does not lend itself naturally to crossvalidation, because the regions of interest [ROIs] would differ between folds. Ideally, the ROIs from the first dataset would be preregistered before acquiring the second dataset in the same subjects.) d Small volume around a priori region: since the effects are subtle, whole-brain mapping with proper correction for multiple testing might be challenging. A remedy would be to focus initial analyses on ERH, using a predefined ROI and rigorous correction for multiple testing within a small volume including ERH or mPFC. 
benefit from optimal weighting of the evidence and noise cancellation across voxels, and (3) be unbiased (i.e., have expected value 0 under the null hypothesis of no modulation). Such an index can be computed as follows: estimate the sine and cosine coefficient patterns across the ROI for each of two independent datasets; perform multivariate noise normalization, applying the linear transform that whitens the GLM residuals to the coefficient patterns; compute the inner product between datasets of the whitened sine coefficient pattern; compute the inner product of the whitened cosine coefficient pattern; and sum these two inner products. This index is the sum of the crossvalidated Mahalanobis (crossnobis) distances for the sine and cosine modulations.
Next Steps for Understanding Conceptual Spaces
The possibility of a unified computational principle in the brain for encoding physical and conceptual spaces, that can be studied non-invasively in humans, raises a host of tantalising research questions. For example:
d How are grid cells dynamically constructed or co-opted to encode new concepts? For physical spaces, grid-like coding is immediately present when an animal is placed in a new environment (Hafting et al., 2005) . However, the status of a particular visual stimulus as belonging to a continuous two-dimensional stimulus space is not immediately apparent. It would be interesting to see a longitudinal version of Constantinescu et al. (2016) 's study, in which participants are scanned repeatedly as they become familiar with a novel conceptual space. d What determines the receptive fields of ''conceptual grid cells''? For example, the grid patterns of classical grid cells can be stretched or rescaled by moving the borders of a physical environment (Moser et al., 2008) . Conceptual spaces often take the form of statistical tendencies, with no salient borders (e.g., the distribution of dogs one has encountered). In Constantinescu et al. (2016) 's experiment, two of the borders to ''bird space'' are made salient via bars on the display indicating the maximum neck and leg lengths (see Figure 2B) . Is grid-like activity affected by or dependent on such borders? d Can we use the bird's-eye view afforded by fMRI to better understand the global layout of grid codes? fMRI has revealed multiple face-selective regions in humans (e.g., Kanwisher et al., 1997) and monkeys (Tsao et al., 2003) that had escaped electrode-recording studies, which lack continuous coverage. There is some evidence from electrophysiology that rat ERH may comprise multiple ''modules,'' each with a different, internally consistent grid orientation, although the organizational principles are poorly understood (Moser et al., 2008) . In order to investigate this, future studies could use unsmoothed fMRI data and map both the 6-fold modulation amplitude and the phase (grid angle) continuously in order to find all gridcell regions and reveal whether the angle is consistent between and within regions, and whether it changes abruptly or smoothly along the cortical sheet. If different gridcell ''modules'' exist within ERH, do they differ in their connectivity to external regions, or even in their functional connectivity across different tasks? d How are higher-dimensional spaces represented? Many perceptual and conceptual spaces consist of more than two dimensions (e.g., three-dimensional color space; high-dimensional ''face space''). There is theoretical work on what form efficient codes for higherdimensional spaces may take (e.g., Mathis et al., 2015) -what, if any, signatures might we expect these to give rise to in measures of bulk population activity? Constantinescu et al. (2016) 's study demonstrates the power of fMRI to reveal hypothesized neural codes throughout the human brain and suggests the exciting possibility that a single coding principle underlies the representation of arbitrary 2D spaces, whether physical or abstract.
